This paper reviews and formalizes algorithms for probabilistic inferences upon causal probabilistic networks (CPN), also known as Bayesian networks, and introduces Probanet -a development environment for CPNs. Information fusion in CPNs is realized through updating joint probabilities of the variables upon the arrival of new evidences or new hypotheses. Kernel algorithms for some dominant methods of inferences are formalized from discontiguous, mathematics-oriented literatures, with gaps lled in with regards to computability and completeness. Probanet has been designed and developed as a generic shell, a development environment for CPN construction and application. The design aspects and current status of Probanet are described.
Introduction
Digital signal processing has entered the era of multisensor data fusion and multisource information fusion. Whatever the application may be, the process of data and information fusion generally involves multiple data types such as sensor signals, features from the signal, physical and nominal attributes of physical objects, facts, decisions, knowledge, etc. Uncertainty exists everywhere in the process. Di erent data forms corresponding to di erent or even disparate 1 information sources should be modelled by di erent to disparate random variables. In line with these considerations, Bayesian networks, or causal probabilistic networks, provide a powerful modeling tool and computational architecture for multisensor data fusion and multisource information fusion in general. This paper reviews inference algorithms in causal probabilistic networks (CPNs), also known as Bayesian networks, and also formalizes three exact inference algorithms: causal tree algorithm, polytree algorithm and junction tree algorithm, based on two conference papers , We also describe an experimental shell or mother system, called Probanet which has provided an environment for us to develop and test various algorithms. Probanet itself has also served as a bearer of all the formal algorithms we have abstracted from mathematics-oriented literature and we have developed from our own research and practice. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the historical development on inference algorithms upon causal probabilistic network (CPN). Section 3 formalizes the basic notion and notation of CPN, and the primary inference method -the marginalization of the full joint probability of all the variables. Section 4 formalizes the causal tree algorithm for propagating evidence through a directed tree -a special structure of general graph. Section 5 formalizes the causal polytree algorithm for belief updating on a polytree which is still a tree if the directions of the links are ignored. Section 6 formalizes the junction tree algorithm for propagating evidence through a decomposable graph. A key component in the junction tree algorithm is the transformation of a graph to a junction tree, which involves transformations such as moralization, triangulation, junction graph formation, and junction tree derivation. Finally, section 7 describes the Probanet system.
A Review on Inference Algorithms
A causal probabilistic network (CPN) is a directed acyclic graph representing the joint probability distribution over a set of variables which totally de nes a problem domain. If all the variables are fully dependent on each other, any inference on a particular variable or a subset of variables given some evidence or hypotheses would require calculating the full joint probability of all the variables. However, in general, the variables are neither fully dependent on each other, nor completely isolated from each other, thus the graph appears to be sparse. A smart inference algorithm would necessarily exploit the sparse topology of the graph and make e cient inference without resorting to calculating the full joint probability (the full joint in short hereafter). The technical area of causal probabilistic modeling and inference truly belongs to the culmination of converging endevours into graphical probabilistic methods for automated inference or reasoning under uncertainty from several academic disciplines including probability and statistics, arti cial intelligence and decision analysis.
Early Initiatives in Statistics and Arti cial Intelligence:
First of all, the relevant early work in statistics goes back to correlation and causation Galton, 1988] and path analysis Wright, 1921 Wright, , 1934 . Similar ideas have re-emerged in causal econometric and social models Wold, 1954; Blalock, 1971; J oreskog, 1973] . Arti cial intelligence Barr and Feigenbaum, 1981] has approached the same area from symbolic knowledge-based expert systems. Apparently, CPN's can also represent 'if-then' production rules without or with certainty factor. In fact, expert systems such PROSPECTOR Duda et al., 1976] , MYCIN Buchanan and Shortli e, 1984] , INTERNIST Miller et al., 1982] , etc. have attempted to handle uncertainty in reasoning with probability-like certainty factors, quasi-probabilistic calculus etc. Historically, there have been long furious debates on whether probability theory can handle all the issues with uncertainty, or should we create new tools such as fuzzy set theory, Dempster-Shafer belief theory, etc.
Subjective Probability and Causal Networks:
Since 1980's, researchers from many di erent disciplines have realized that probability which started from Bernoulli, Bayes, Laplace and Pascal in the 1700's is still the fundamental notion, and the probability theory still provides the unique coherent calculus for handling uncertainty in inference and reasoning. In particular, the subjective probability, or say Bayesian probability Savage, 1972; de Finetti, 1974; Lindley, 1982] , provides an appropriate tool for modeling causal probabilistic phenomena. The similar ideas of graphical representation of causal relations have re-emerged in various forms and terms such as in uence diagrams in decision analysis Howard and Matheson, 1981; Shachter, 1986; Smith, 1989] , recursive graphical models in contingency table analysis Wermuth and Lauritzen, 1983] , Bayes belief network Pearl 1988] , causal probabilistic network Andreassen et al. 1987] , causal network Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988] , probabilistic causal network Cooper, 1984] . Today, the two most popular terms are causal probabilistic network (CPN) and Bayesian network. We have chosen the term CPN in this paper because it is plain English and characterizing two most signi cant features of the approach: causation and probability.
Computational Complexity:
Not surprisingly, Cooper (1987) has shown that exact probabilistic inference using CPN's is NPhard, meaning that the time complexity of probabilistic inference for all probabilistic inference algorithms is an exponential function of the size of the network. This statement has eluded all e cient inference algorithms for unconstrained general graphs. However, this theoretical result does not prevent us from developing e cient algorithms when the graph is generally sparse. All smart algorithms developed later on have relied on exploiting the special topological structures of the graph from di erent aspects.
Special Structures: Tree and Decomposable Graph:
In fact, there are mainly two classes of network structure: trees and graphs. Trees are a subset of graphs, but a distinctive subset from general graphs where cycles may appear if the direction of links is dropped. The advantage of trees is that inference can be done directly through the original structure with no need for structural transformation. But for a general graph containing cycles, exact inference can not be carried out unless the graph is transformable to a junction tree -a sort of hyper tree. Therefore, the central idea underlying all smart inference algorithms is that of avoiding cyclic propagation of information throughout the network. Apparently, the best way to achieve this is to transform a graph to a hyper tree -still a tree structure.
Inference Upon Trees:
Trees in CPN's are distinguished between causal trees and polytrees. Causal trees are a basic type of network in which each node has at most one parent, and consequently no cycles exist. Causal polytrees are an extension of causal trees where arbitrary arrow orientation is allowed, so a node may have multiple parents, but no more than one path exists between any two nodes. The term polytree was suggested by George Rebane Pearl 1988, page 232] and is equivalent to singly connected network or generalized Chow tree. Inference on trees was rst considered by Kelly and Barclay (1973) . Pearl (1982) developed a method for probability updating for causal trees based on message passing. This is probably the very rst complete exact inference algorithm ever known, though limited to causal trees. The method was extended to polytrees by Kim Kim and Pearl 1983] and was used in a decision-aiding system called CONVINCE Kim 1983] . This extended method is generally acknowledged as the Polytree Algorithm for inference on a special structure of network -polytrees. While this algorithm is still widely applicable if a structured network happens to be a polytree, it cannot be generalized to general networks.
Inference Upon Decomposable Graphs:
The ideas of decomposable graphs trace back to graph triangulation and hypergraphs in graph theory. The notion of triangulated graphs and junction trees have been discovered and rediscovered in di erent areas, such as dynamic programming Bertele and Brioschi, 1972] , data base management Beeri et al., 1983] . Two well-known graph triangulation algorithms were lexicographic search Rose et al. 1976] and maximum cardinality search Tarjan and Yannakakis 1984] . Good references on decomposable graphs and graph triangulation are Golumbic, 1980; Lauritzen et al., 1984; Leimer, 1985] . A complete inference scheme upon triangulated graph was developed by Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988] which is considered a milestone in the exact inference on general decomposable graphs. However, the idea is similar to the method of 'joint-peeling' developed by Cannings et al (1976 Cannings et al ( , 1978 for the exact calculation of probability functions on arbitrarily complex pedigree. Jensen et al. (1990) then modi ed the Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter inference scheme and proposed a better scheme based on message-passing through junction trees, now called junction tree algorithm, or HUGIN propagation, where HUGIN is an integrated system developed by Jensen and his colleagues. A di erent message-passing scheme for junction trees was proposed by Shafer and Shenoy (1990) . Dawid (1992) described applications of the junction tree algorithm for probabilistic expert systems.
Arc Reversal:
The decomposability of a CPN graph is equivalent to the conditional independence of a node given its parent nodes. While the class of junction-tree algorithms must transform the original graph to a hyper-tree, another smart algorithm, called arc reversal, was developed by Howard and Matheson, 1981; Olmsted, 1983; Shachter, 1986 Shachter, , 1990 , which exploits conditional independence without transforming the original graph structure. The algorithm only reverses arcs in the original structure until the answer to the given query can be read directly from the graph. Indeed, each arc reversal corresponds to an application of Bayes' theorem. Apparently, this method is query-oriented.
Symbolic Manipulation Algebra: D'Ambrosio (1989 D'Ambrosio ( , 1991 , Shachter et al.(1990) , and Li and D'Ambrosio (1994) developed an algebraic view to the inference problem. Consider that the full joint probability of a problem domain de ned by n variables is the product of the conditional probability of each variable given its parents, and is uniquely de ned given the network. Any conditional, marginal, or conjunctive query in the network can be calculated from this full joint probability. Thus, e cient probabilistic inference in the network can be addressed by rst nding an optimal factorization given the complete set of n conditional probability distributions. This sort of optimal factorization may be done through a pure symbolic manipulation algebra without resorting to the graph structure.
Variable/Bucket Elimination:
Related to the symbolic manipulation algebra, a more query-oriented solution has been developed with various names such as variable elimination by Zhang and Poole, 1994; 1996] , and bucket elimination by Dechter 1996] . Rather than nding the posterior probability for each variable, this approach only processes that part of the network relevant to the query given the evidence and only does the work necessary to answer that query. The approach is called variable elimination by Zhang and Poole (1994) because it sums out non-queried variables from a list of factors one by one. The algorithm is able to make use of the ner-grain factorization by exploiting various causal independences. Symbolic manipulation can be viewed as a precursor to the bucket algorithm and shares some of its properties.
Approximate Inference: Shachter et al. (1991) have shown that all exact inference methods in CPN's have complexities which are fundamentally identical since they are all based on performing similar operations on a similar underlying undirected graph -a triangulated graph. However, in case the network is very large, it happens that an exact inference algorithm may require more computing resources than available. Under this circumstance, approximate inference methods would help. A major approximate inference method is called stochastic simulation. The idea behind that is the causal probabilistic model represented by the network can be used to simulate the ow of impact through random sampling in the state space of each variable and the con guration space of each set of related variables. This sort of methods includes logic sampling Henrion, 1988] , likelihood weighting Fung and Chang, 1989; Shachter and Peot, 1989] , backward simulation Fung and Del Favero, 1994] , mean eld theory Saul et al., 1996] . Good references on Gibbs sampling in CPN's are Gilks et al., 1994; Jensen et al., 1995] . Dagum and Luby (1993) show that approximate inference in CPN's is also NP-hard. From the next section on, we formalize some kernel inference algorithms that have been implemented in Probanet. A range of possibilities for algorithm optimization are also discussed. We start with the primary inference method -full joint marginalization. Propagation algorithms on causal trees, causal polytrees, and junction trees will follow.
Causal Probabilistic Modeling and Full Joint Marginalization
A CPN N is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G representing the joint probability distribution P(V) over a set of variables V for a problem domain
where G is a DAG which is de ned by a set of nodes V and a set of directed links L over V, and P is a set of conditional probability distributions associated with each node V 2 V given V 's parent nodes. Let us have a closer look at the more detailed notion and notation.
Notation: Let V denote a set of variables that characterize a problem domain. The variables are also called nodes of the graph G. We shall use the term variable and node interchangeably. We use bold-face upper case letters such as V, to denote sets of variables. The number of elements in a set X is denoted by jXj. We use upper-case letters such as V or V i to denote variables being elements of the set V, and we use lower-case letters such as v, v i , x, y, z, etc to denote instantiation of the corresponding variables to an actual value or state. The set of all the possible values/states for a variable V is called the frame of V , and denoted by V . A con guration for a set of variables V refers to a combination of simultaneous instantiation of each variable V 2 V, and is denoted by v. The set of all possible con gurations for a given set of variables V is called the con guration space or the frame of the set V, denoted by V . Apparently,
where denotes Cartesian product of frames. P denotes a set of conditional probability functions/tables associated with each variable given its parent
The Full Joint Probability Distribution : The full joint probability distribution, or brie y the full joint P(V) of a set of variables V = (V 1 ; V 2 ; : : :; V n ) is de ned as P(V) = P(V 1 ; V 2 ; : : :; V n )
Recall the Bayes' rule for two dependent variables A and B, P(AjB) = P(A; B) P(B) ; P(B) = 0 ?! P(AjB) = 0
Using this rule, the full joint P(V) can be factorized to
This factorization is fundamental as all existing inference methods were actually derived by smart manipulations of this equation.
Marginalization of the Full Joint Probability:
An evidence E(V ) on a variable V can be represented as a likelihood function E(V ) = (e(v 1 ); e(v 2 ); : : :; e(v j V j )); with
Usually, the evidence takes binary values 0 or 1. In such case, only one state is evidenced to 1 and all other states to 0. The evidence in this form is called nding. An application of an evidence to the node V results in a posterior conditional probability of V given its parents and this evidence P e (V j? + V ) = P(V; E(V )j? + V ) = P(V j? + V ) E(V )
8 Note that if there is no evidence on a node V , we simply de ne P e (V j? + V ) = P(V j? + V ; E(V ) = ;) = P(V j? + V )
Let E denote the whole set of evidence on the variable set V, the posterior full joint probability of V given E is calcualted by P(VjE) = P(V; E)
P e (V j? + V ) (11) where = 1 P(E) . Since P(E) is a constant with regard to the variable set V, we can normalize the factor out. The very basic inference method is the marginalization of the full joint for each variable V . Let U = V n fV g (12) and u denotes a con guration of U. Then, the belief B(V ) on V given the evidence E can be calculated by
We shall call this calculation the full joint marginalization (FJM) algorithm.
Conditional Independence Properties:
The graph G in (1) representing the fundamental factorization (7) captures all conditional independence properties of the full joint probability P(V). For subsets of variables A, B, C V, if A is indepdent of B given C, C is called here a "cut-set", then to propagate evidence about some variable subset B 0 B to A, it is su cient to know P(CjB 0 ). Thus, evidence can be propagated around a Bayesian network by providing conditional probabilities for "cutsets" such as C. Therefore, indepedence provides the key means for driving exact inference algorithms. The next three sections describe algorithms for exact inference on three di erent graph structures.
The Causal Tree Algorithm
A causal tree CT is a special type of CPN CT = (V; L;P) (14) where each variable V 2 V may have multiple children, but no more than one parent. Note that ? + V may be empty or a single variable, so we shall denote the set ? + V by a variable notation ? + V just to mean the parent variable of V if any. Consider a variable V and its surroundings. The evidence E to the causal tree CT can always be split between two distinct sets relative to variable V : evidence E ? V from the sub-tree rooted at V , and evidence E + V from the rest of the tree. Written in equations, we have E = E ? V E + V
Note that E ? V naturally refers to the evidence from V and/or some descendants of V , while E + V may or may not necessarily come from the ancestors of V , but E + V can only a ect the belief of V through its parent ? + V . Fig. 1 shows this relative partition of evidence at node V .
The belief induced on V by the evidence E as partitioned in (15) can be expressed, using Bayes' rule, as:
B(V ) = P(V jE ? V ; E + V ) = P(V; E ? V ; E + V ) P(E ? V ; E + V ) = P(E ? V jV; E + V )P(V jE + V )P(E + V ) P(E ? V jE + V )P(E + V ) = P(E ? V jV )P(V jE + V ) P(E ? V jE + V )
(V ) = P(V jE + V )
10 equation (16) can be abbreviated to
Note ( 
where o (V ) refers to the evidence on the variable V itself. Equation (17) can be elaborated into a recursive formula
and
Note the right side of this formulas means multiplication of a matrix P(CjV ) with a vector (C).
The Top-Down Messages: (V ) To simplify the notation for the following discussion, let U denote the parent of V , and ? V denote the siblings of V , i.e. U = ? + V ; ? V = ? ? U n fV g
Since the evidence E + V from the rest of the tree is mediated via the parent U of V , we can derive, for each element of (V ),
where
The trick underlying this approach is the careful partition of the evidence E between the subtree rooted at V , and the rest of the tree. This partition led to a bottom-up contribution and a top-down contribution to the belief P(V jE). For more detailed derivation of these formulas, see .
The Causal Polytree Algorithm
A generalization of causal trees leads to causal polytrees, or polytrees for short, as shown in Fig.  2 , where a node may have multiple parents and multiple children, but no loops of any kind (directed or undirected) are allowed. That means that there can only be one path between any two nodes. Apparently, polytrees are still a special type of general Bayesian networks, but they are more general than causal trees, and thus may cover more applications.
Belief Updating
Similar to the causal tree algorithm, belief updating in a polytree can be performed without structure transformation. A mechanism based on message passing was developed by Kim and Pearl (1983) , which is an extension of the causal tree algorithm presented in the last section.
Figure 2: The structure of the causal polytree
The key di erence of the polytree algorithm from the causal tree algorithm is that for a node V , there can be multiple top-down messages, denoted as V (U i ), because V may have multiple parents ? + V = fU i ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; mg, where m = j? + V j.
The Updating Rules
The general formula for the belief updating on node V given new evidence E is exactly the same as (20), but the top-down message (V ) must be rede ned for the case of polytrees. The formula for the bottom-up message (V ) from children is still the same as (24) for the case of causal trees. Therefore, in the following discussions, we only consider the top-down messages from multiple parents.
Let E + U i denote the evidence arriving from parent U i onto V . The complete in uence of all the top-down messages for the current node V can be expressed as follows:
As an extension of the top-down message (27), (V ) for polytrees now can be elaborated as (V ) = P(V jU 1 ; : : :
where P(V jU 1 ; : : : ; U m )] is the (m + 1)-dimensional matrix of conditional probabilities and 13 V (U i ) is the message received by node V from parent U i , which is de ned by 
In summary, the local belief updating on node V is performed according to equations (20), (24), (30), (31) and (32). If V is a leaf node, there are no bottom-up messages, so (V ) = o (V ) which depends only on evidence in node V itself. If V is a root node, there are no top-down messages, so (V ) = P(V ), where P(V ) denotes the prior marginal probabilities of V .
The Propagation Algorithm
Equation (31) shows that a node can send message to a child node if it has received messages from all parents and messages from all other children. Similarly, according to equation (32) a node can send message to a parent node if it has received messages from all children and all other parents. When all messages have been sent, belief can be computed for every node. 
Recursive Propagation
The algorithm for belief updating developed by Kim and Pearl follows from these conditions, and thus is a recursive one, as illustrated by an example in Fig. 3 . First, evidence is introduced 
Non-Recursive Propagation
The recursive algorithm has an obvious disadvantage that it has to spend a lot of time on checking, for each direction of each link, if the condition for sending a message has been satis ed.
We have developed a non-recursive algorithm which uses an undirected tree structure of the entire network. The conditions for triggering a message passing can be equivalently formulated in an undirected tree for a given polytree. The root of this undirected tree can be found out by a node elimination procedure: if a node has only one uneliminated link, this node is then eliminated. The last node to be eliminated is the root of the undirected tree. In the example used in Fig. 3 , node C is found out to be the root of the undirected tree, which is shown in Fig. 4 . Then every node can be associated with a depth level from the root. The non-recursive propagation consists of only two stages. The rst stage corresponds to the message passings from the leaf nodes to the root node in this undirected tree in a style of depth-rst processing. The second stage corresponds to the inverse of the rst one. This non-recursive algorithm has been implemented in Probanet.
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For a given graph G = (V; L), a junction tree JT is a hypergraph transformed from G via graph triangulation. JT is de ned as JT = (C; S;J) (33) where C and S are a set of clusters and a set of separators respectively. J is a set of junctions between clusters through separators. Each cluster C 2 C or each separator S 2 S is a clique in the graph G, i.e. subset of V, whose nodes are maximally connected. Every node V 2 V belongs at least to one cluster, i.e.
C2C C = V
Between two neighboring clusters C i and C j in the junction tree JT, there is a separator S ij 2 S, de ned by
The junction J ij between cluster C i and C j refers to the connection from C i through S ij to C j . It has been shown Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988; Jensen et al 1990] that under certain conditions de ning the junction tree, the following equation holds
where P(C) and P(S) denote the marginal probability of cluster C 2 C and separator S 2 S respectively. Equation (36) is an elegant factorization of the full joint probability P(V) into a simulataneous product of node set marginals. This leads to a practical and still exact way of calculating the full joint using the marginal probabilities of much smaller cliques. Fig. 5 shows an example of a general graph (left) and its corresponding junction tree (right). In junction trees, the notion of potential is adopted in place of probability. A potential distribution, denoted by , is a non-diminishing function which is the unnormalized component of probability. The joint potential (A; B) for variable or cluster A and B can be initialized to P(AjB).
The potential table for each cluster C 2 C and each separator S 2 S can be initialized as follows: set the potential table for each separator S to 1, set the potential table for each cluster C to 1, for each node V , nd out a cluster C which contains V 's family, and multiply P(V j? + V )
to (C).
The junction tree so created provides an equivalent structure for the original CPN so we now can start moving the information around in the junction tree while this junction tree remains a representation of (V). The probability equilibrium on each junction is yet to be reached. This can be done through an operation called absorption (see equations (38)) through each link. The equilibrium for the whole junction tree can be reached and maintained through message passing in both directions of each link. Let A and B be two neighboring clusters in a junction tree JT, and let S be their separator. The junction between A and B through S is said to be on a probability equilibrium state, or in equilibrium for short, if
If a junction is not in equilibrium or say, inconsistent, we can operate on the potential tables of S and one of A and B to make this junction consistent. Consider cluster A is in its current state which is not to be updated at this moment, the potential table of S and B can be recalculated to make this junction consistent as follows:
We then put (S) and (B) as the new potential table for S and B respectively. We then say that B has absorbed the information from A, or simply, B has absorbed from or calibrated to A. The absorption operation through a junction forms the kernel of a message passing mechanism for reaching an equilibrium state for the whole junction tree. For two neighboring clusters A and B through a separator S, we say cluster A sends a message to cluster B when B absorbs from A. A cluster A can send exactly one message to a neighbor B and this message may only be sent when A has received a message from each of its other neighbors. It can be shown that when message passing has been done in both directions of each junction of a junction tree JT, then JT is in equilibrium, i.e. becomes consistent.
The Algorithm:
In summary, the Junction Tree Algorithm for inference upon a graph G consists of the following steps:
1. construct the junction tree JT via graph triangulation from the graph G;
2. initiate the potential table for each cluster C 2 C and for each separator S 2 S; 3. maintain the probability equilibrium of the junction tree by message passing through each junction.
Application of Evidence:
An evidence E(V ), if any, on node V can be applied to the junction tree JT in either one of the two ways:
either by multiplying E(V ) to the conditional probability table P(V j? + V ) before initializing the potential table (C) for a cluster C containing V ; or by multiplying E(V ) directly onto (C) for a cluster C containing V .
For static inference, it is most economic if we apply all the provided evidences simultaneously before initialization of potential tables. However, for dynamic inference, it is necessary to apply any evidence whenever it comes and to propagate the evidence through message passing.
Belief on A Single Variable:
For a single variable V , let C be a cluster containing V . After the complete evidence propagation through message passing, the joint potential of C with the evidence E can be read from C's potential 
and the belief on V is determined by normalization P(V jE) = (V; E) (41) 7 The Probanet System
Probanet is a software shell, i.e. a development environment for causal probabilistic networks (CPNs), also known as Bayesian networks, belief networks, or in uence diagrams. A CPN is an information fusion system where the knowledge -the long-term information is represented in conditional probabilities of statistical variables, while the factual information is treated as the evidence fed into and propagated throughout the network. In comparison with earlier rule-based expert systems, CPNs provide a rigorous mechanism for fusing information from diverse and disparate sources. Based on the Bayesian probability theory, inference in CPNs is ultimately exible, i.e. it can be activated from any location into any direction in the network. The graph representation of the problem provides an intuitively appealing global view of the problem structure and complexity. Using Probanet, one can create, edit, and test one's own CPNs; one can use the developed CPNs for inference in real-world applications. The scope of applications is unlimited, wherever a probabilistic modeling is feasible and inference of some unknown variables from sources of evidence is required. Examples are: prediction, diagnosis, interpretation, decision analysis, to mention but a few. Fig. 6 shows the graph editor of Probanet. The kernel functions of Probanet include tools for constructing CPNs and performing inference. Training a pre-structured network and learning the network structure and probability
